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STAPLER B 8FC POWER ON DEMAND
The         latest         innovation         from         Novus         is         the         B         8FC         Power         on         Demand         stapler.         In         addition         to         the         
familiar         flat-clinch         stapling         style,         it         impresses         with         major         user         benefits         that         also         make         a         
child’s         play         of         stapling         large         quantities         of         paper.         

Power         on         Demand         -         technology:         As         many         as         50         sheets         of         standard         paper         can         now         be         
stapled         with         effortless         ease         using         some         70%         less         of         the         force         required         in         normal         stapling.         
The         folding         lever         applies         a         huge         amount         of         power         when         required.         For         smaller         quantities         of         
paper,         the         B         8FC         Power         on         Demand         can         be         used         just         like         any         conventional         stapler         and                  saves         
space         when         not         in         use.

Bypass         stapling:         2-50         sheets         of         standard         paper         are         stapled         with         only         one         staple,         the         24/8         
SUPER.         This         is         a         particular         advantage         to         users         who         often         need         to         staple         different         stacks         of         
paper.         Changing         the         size         of         staple         is         no         longer         necessary         because         the         staple         ends         are         
positioned         side         by         side         on         the         back.

In         short,         the         innovative         B         8FC         Power         on         Demand         combines         the         benefits         of         a         desktop         and         of         
a         heavy-duty         stapler         making         it         a         unique         desk         stapler         the         likes         of         which         have         never         been         
seen         before.

Staple guide: double
Magazine guide: metal
Loading system: press-button
Capacity of stapling: 2-50 sheets standard 80 g/qm paper with only one stapletype Novus 24/8 super
Stapling methods: Permanent (Bypass-stapling with flat-clinch), temporary
Loading capacity: 150 staples No. 24/8 or

200 staples No. 26/8
Throat depth: 6.5 cm
Weight: approx. 680 g
Colours: black, white
Art.No.: 020-1673 (black), 020-1674 (white)
Bar Code No.: 4009729043080 (black),4009729043097 (white)
Packing unit: 20 pieces

020-1673 020-1674

http://novus.de/buero
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STAPLER B 8FC POWER ON DEMAND

Stapling with lever folded down without using
Power on Demand - like a conventional stapler.

Stapling with Power on Demand: Lever raised
for super-easy stapling - saves over 70% of the
effort.

Bypass system: No need to change staples for
different quantities of paper. 2-50 sheets of
standard paper can be stapled with just one
staple type, the 24/8 SUPER staple.

With stapling legs resting flat against the
paper, flat-clinch stapling cuts filling space by
as much as 30 %. Despite Novus flat-clinch
stapling, staples are easily removed from
paper with a staple remover.


